Effect of excited states on the ionization balance in plasmas via the enhancement of ionization and recombination rate coefficients.
The effect of excited states on the effective ionization and recombination rate coefficients for the ground states was investigated analytically and by computer simulation. The calculation was done for carbon ions. The results using carbon ions show (1) the contribution from excited states to ionization rate coefficients becomes significant even at an electron density as low as 10(15) cm(-3) and saturated from around N(e) approximately 10(20) cm(-3); (2) the lower the electron temperature, the larger the contribution; (3) in the case of recombination rate coefficients, there is still a non-negligible contribution from excited states even at a very low electron density of 10(10) cm(-3), where the contribution has been considered negligible; (4) this contribution to the recombination rate coefficients increases linearly with the electron density; (5) the enhancements of the ionization and recombination rate coefficients increase as N(e) increases and are saturated to the same value at higher densities; (6) there exists a region of temperature and density where the recombination is effectively hindered. Some of the behaviors of the ionization and recombination rate coefficients in the extreme regions of a very low and high electron density were analytically understood. The calculated ionization and recombination rate coefficients for carbon ions, including the effect of excited states, were used in a one-dimensional magnetohydrodynamic code for the calculation of the ionization balance of carbon ions in a Z-pinch carbon plasma and the gain of C VI H(alpha) (18.2 nm) line. The significant change in the evolution of the ionization balance was observed. The rapid depletion of C VII ions by the increased recombination rate reduces the gain significantly by a factor of approximately 3 compared to the case where the contribution from excited states was neglected. Such calculations can be done for other ions. The characteristics found for carbon ions are generic and applicable to other ions.